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SUMMARY

The cotton pigment gland is a distinctive structure that functions as the main deposit 

organ of gossypol and its derivatives. It is also an ideal system in which to study cell 

differentiation and organogenesis. However, only a few genes that determine the 

process of gland formation have been reported, including GoPGF, CGP1, and CGFs; 

the molecular mechanisms underlying gland initiation are still largely unclear. Here, 

we report discovery of a novel stem pigment gland-forming gene GoSPGF by 

map-based cloning; annotated as a GRAS transcription factor, this gene is responsible 

for the glandless trait specifically on the stem. In the stem glandless mutant T582, a 

point mutation (C to A) was found to create a premature stop codon and truncate the 

protein. Similarly, virus-induced gene silencing of GoSPGF resulted in glandless 

stems and dramatically reduced gossypol content. Comparative transcriptomic data 

showed that loss of GoSPGF significantly suppressed expression of many genes 

involved in gossypol biosynthesis and altered expression of genes involved in 

gibberellic acid signaling/biosynthesis. Overall, these findings provide more insight 

into the networks regulating glandular structure differentiation and formation in 

cotton, which will be helpful for understanding other plants bearing special gland 

structures such as tobacco, artemisia annua, mint, and rubber.

Key words: Gossypium hirsutum, gland-forming gene, map-based cloning, VIGS, 

stem
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

A novel cotton gland-forming gene GoSPGF, annotated as a GRAS transcription 

factor, regulates the glandless trait specifically on the stem. The findings concerning 

GoSPGF provide more insight into networks regulating glandular structure 

differentiation and formation in cotton.
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INTRODUCTION

First proposed by Karsten in 1857, lysigenous glands are specialized secretory 

structures that come about through cell lysis to form secretory cavities and ducts; 

representative examples are found in Citrus aurantium L., Rhus L., Myrtus L., 

Sagittaria L., Angiopteris, Cycas, Pinus, Hypericum L., Ptelea L., Hedera L., Thuja 

L., Tilia L., and Alisma L. Cotton pigment glands are ovoid structures derived from 

lysigenous epidermal cells in the leaves, stems, and bolls of the plant, along with its 

seeds. The glands appear as black specks because the yellow-green polyphenolic 

compound gossypol and its derivatives are deposited in them. High amounts of 

gossypol are toxic to man and to monogastric animals, preventing the 

commercialization of cottonseed kernels as food and feed for poultry, swine, or horses 

(Stipanovic et al., 1975). Previous investigations showed gossypol to mainly be 

synthesized in cotton roots, then transported to and stored in the pigment glands of 

aerial tissues and organs (Zhao et al., 2020). Consequently, there is a positive 

relationship between gland density and gossypol content: among different cotton 

varieties, the number and density of glands serves as an indicator for gossypol 

content. 

To date, extensive research has been conducted with a focus on the 

morphogenesis and genetic and molecular mechanisms of pigment glands, aiming to 

cultivate low-gossypol cotton varieties through controlling gland formation. 

Ultrastructural studies have shown that ontogenesis of the pigment glands originates 

with a cluster of meristem cells characterized by smaller size, dense cytoplasm, large 

nuclei, and thin cell walls. As development proceeds, the cytoplasm among the 

internal cells of this cluster becomes condensed, then the cells degrade gradually 

through programmed cell death (PCD), finally forming the cavity that we term a 

cotton gland. Genetic studies on the inheritance of gland traits in allotetraploid upland 

cotton revealed the pattern of gland distribution on aerial plant parts and seeds to be 

determined by the combination of at least six independent loci, denoted gl1, gl2, gl3, 

gl4, gl5, and gl6 (Pauly and Vaissayre, 1980). 

Of those loci, gl1 corresponded to the first genetic locus identified as responsible 

for gland formation (Mcmichael, 1954). Plants having the homozygous form of the gl1 

locus (gl1gl1) display glandless traits only on the stems, petioles, and carpel walls, 

with leaves and seeds containing normal numbers of glands. Subsequently, two 

recessive genes, gl2 and gl3, were identified that control the presence of glands in 
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seeds (Mcmichael, 1960). When doubly recessive for those genes (gl2gl2gl3gl3), all 

above-ground parts of the plant lack visible glands, including the seeds. Further 

studies found the monomeric mutants 2(gl2Gl3) and 2(Gl2gl3) to display different 

gland distribution patterns. In the Gl2gl2gl3gl3 genotype, glands distributed most 

abundantly about the margins and along the midvein of the cotyledon, while in the 

gl2gl2Gl3gl3 genotype, glands distributed along the margin of the cotyledon. 

Meanwhile, plants having the gl2gl2Gl3gl3 genotype had much lower gland number 

than those having Gl2gl2gl3gl3, indicating that the Gl2 locus has a more important role 

in gland formation than the Gl3 locus. These two recessive genes have been applied in 

the development of many glandless cultivars of both G. hirsutum and G. barbadense; 

however, cultivars containing the double recessive genotype 2(gl2gl3) are easily 

contaminated through spontaneous interspecific hybridization with glanded cotton 

cultivars, which greatly limits their utilization. 

More efficient breeding of low-gossypol cotton cultivars has been achieved with 

the dominant glandless allele Gl2
e, which comes from the glandless line Bahtim 110 

developed in Egypt from progeny of Giza 45 that were irradiated with radioactive 

phosphorous (32P). The gene underlying Gl2
e was the first to be isolated (by 

map-based cloning) and experimentally tested (Ma et al., 2016), and was named 

GoPGF; it is a member of the bHLH gene family. In subsequent studies, investigation 

of differential gene expression between glanded and glandless varieties identified four 

genes that participate in gland formation and gossypol accumulation: three cotton 

gland formation (CGF) genes (CGF1, CGF2, and CGF3) and a member of the MYB 

transcription factor family (CGP1) (Janga et al., 2019; Gao et al. 2020). Besides 

these, three additional alleles, gl4, gl5, and gl6, were also identified in upland cotton; 

these are relatively weak in expression and have only slight effects on gland presence 

(Lee, 1962). 

Although several cotton genes have been identified as involved in gland 

formation, the molecular mechanisms responsible for the initial parameters of that 

process—cell differentiation, formation, distribution pattern, size, and density—still 

remain largely unknown. In this report, we identified a causative gene in the gl1 locus 

that is the first identified allele to control the gland developmental process in the stem. 

Our result will help unravel not only the networks regulating gland development but 

also the complex relationship between cotton glands and their secretory or deposited 

gossypol compounds.
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RESULTS

Map-based cloning of gl1 locus

T582 is a multiple-recessive marker line with five mutant genes, including 

glandless-1 (gl1), that were simultaneously introduced into the TM-1 background 

(Figure 1A and Figure S1). Genetic analysis in mapping populations revealed the 

glandless status of the stem to be controlled by a single recessive gene, due to the 

respective 3:1 and 1:1 glanded:glandless phenotype segregation ratios in F2 and BC1 

populations (Zhu et al., 2017). Based on our previous bulked-segregant analysis and 

sequencing (BSA-seq) using TM-1 v1.0 as the reference genome (Zhang et al., 2015), 

the gl1 locus was primarily mapped within a 2.05 Mb interval on Chr. D08 (Zhu et al., 

2017). In this study, we reanalyzed the BSA-seq data of the gl1 mutant-type bulked 

pool and TM-1 using as reference the updated cotton genome v2.1 (Hu et al., 2019). 

Consequently, gl1 was anchored on Chr. D08, ranging from 57.84 and 59.26 Mb and 

covering a physical region of 1.42 Mb (Figure 1B and Figure S2). Within this 

region, 1,248 SNPs differed between TM-1 and T582 (Table S1). Strikingly, only one 

detected SNP (C to A) located in an exon of GH_D08G1984; this SNP resulted in a 

premature stop in the mutant T582. Coincidently, this point mutation also created a 

new digestion site that could be recognized by the enzyme Bfa1(C/TAG) (Figure 

1C). Based on that observation, 200 F2 individuals with the glandless trait were 

selected and subjected to digestion assay with Bfa1 to test the relationship between 

this digestion site (i.e. SNP) and gland status. The results showed that the SNP (C/A) 

co-separated with stem gland status (Figure 1D). To confirm this mapping result, we 

designed three adjacent SNP markers near the SNP to screen TM-1 and glandless 

mutants segregated from the mapping populations. Finally, gl1 was successfully 

narrowed down to within a 114-kb region flanked by the markers k9131 and k9204 

(Figure 1B). According to the annotation of the reference TM-1 genome, only six 

putative open reading frames (ORFs) were predicted in this interval, including 

GH_D08G1984 (Table S2).  

Comparison of the genomic sequences and expression levels of candidate genes 

We validated the expression patterns of these six ORFs using transcriptomic data 

from 14 tissues of TM-1 (Hu et al., 2019) (Table S3). The data showed that three of 

the six ORFs were expressed (defined as transcripts per million [TPM]>1) in stems. 

Quantitative real-time PCR analysis further indicated that only GH_D08G1984 was 
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significantly down-regulated in the stem of T582 relative to TM-1 (Student’s t-test) 

(Figure S3). Full-length coding regions of the six genes were isolated from both 

TM-1 and T582 and sequenced (Figure S4). Alignment of those sequences showed 

no variation between cultivars in coding regions other than GH_D08G1984, and the 

observed variation in GH_D08G1984 was consistent with the exonic SNP identified 

by BSA analysis (Table S1). Thus, taking together the differences in expression level 

and genome sequence, GH_D08G1984 was considered the candidate gene for the gl1 

locus.

GH_D08G1984-silenced cotton plants exhibited glandless stems and low 

gossypol. 

Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) is a rapid and effective method for the silencing 

of a target gene and has been widely used for functional studies in cotton (Ma et al., 

2016; Gao et al., 2020). We isolated a specific 301-bp fragment (300~600 bp) at the 3' 

end of GH_D08G1984 from TM-1 and inserted it into the VIGS vector pTRV2 to 

generate a construct for gene silencing (Qu et al., 2012). Plants with their endogenous 

expression of GH_D08G1984 decreased by VIGS exhibited newly-growing stems 

that were glandless or had fewer visible glands, while gland abundance on leaves 

stayed unchanged, suggesting a crucial role for this gene in the regulation of gland 

formation on stems specifically (Figure 2A). Microscopy of transverse sections of 

GH_D08G1984-silenced plants indicated an absence of gland cavities on the stems 

(Figure 2B). Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) confirmed that the expression of 

GH_D08G1984 in stems was significantly lower in T582 and VIGS plants than that in 

the glanded TM-1 (Figure 2C). Similarly, HPLC determined stem gossypol content 

to be strongly reduced in VIGS plants relative to TM-1, whereas leaf gossypol content 

remained comparable (Figure 3A, B). In addition, genes previously reported to be 

involved in gland formation and gossypol biosynthesis such as CAD, CYP706B1, 

CYP71BE79, CYP82D113, 2-ODD-1, and CGP1 (Tian et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2020) 

were greatly down-regulated in T582 and VIGS plants (Figure 3C). Taken together, 

all these results strongly demonstrate that GH_D08G1984 is the causal gene 

underlying the gl1 locus that regulates gland formation on the stem, and so is hereafter 

renamed as Gossypium STEM PIGMENT GLAND FORMING GENE (GoSPGF).

Isolation and functional analysis of GoSPGF
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We cloned GoSPGF (GH_D08G1984) and its homologous gene (GH_A08G1970) 

from TM-1 and T582. Both contain a predicted 2,175-bp open reading fragment 

(ORF) with 98% sequence identity and no introns, encoding a total of 715 amino 

acids (Figure S5). The deduced amino acid sequence of the GoSPGF gene product 

belongs to the Scarecrow (SCR) subgroup of the GRAS transcription factor family; 

both amino acid sequences shared 50% similarity to SCARECROW-LIKE 6 (SCL6) in 

Arabidopsis (AT4G00150). As demonstrated previously, SCL6 is absolutely required 

for proper radial patterning of the root and shoot in Arabidopsis (van den Berg et al., 

1995, Fukaki et al., 1998).

Sequence alignment of GoSPGF and its homolog revealed 41 single nucleotide 

polymorphisms that result in 23 amino acid differences. Comparing TM-1 and T582, 

no polymorphic loci were identified in GH_A08G1970, but one SNP was found in the 

coding sequence (CDS) of GH_D08G1984 (GoSPGF) (Figure 1C and Figure S5). 

This nucleotide mutation, from cytosine (C) in TM-1 to adenine (A) in T582, 

occurred at 2,009 bp and produced a TAG stop codon, resulting in premature 

termination of translation after 669 amino acid residues in T582 (Figure 1D). This 

termination disrupts the highly-conserved GRAS domain in the C-terminal portion of 

the protein, suggesting that domain is crucial for GoSPGF function. Expression of 

GoSPGF and GH_A08G1970 in the T582 mutant and TM-1 plants was determined by 

qPCR. Stem expression of GoSPGF was significantly different between T582 and 

TM-1, but expression of GH_A08G1970 was similar (Figure S6).

We then queried the cotton genome and identified other three GRAS genes that 

have high amino acid sequence identity with GoSPGF: its homolog GH_A08G1970 

(96.82% identity) (Fig S4), GH_A12G2406 (68.41% identity), and GH_D12G2416 

(67.77% identity). We performed VIGS analysis against GoSPGF and the three 

additional GRAS genes. As expected, although qRT-PCR analysis indicated 

significant down-regulation of all four GRAS genes in the silenced groups, only 

newly-growing stems in GoSPGF-silenced plants exhibited the glandless trait (Figure 

S7).

To better understand GoSPGF promoter regulation, a 1.2-kb promoter fragment 

upstream of the GoSPGF initiation codon was cloned from TM-1, shuttled into a 

binary vector, and fused to the glucuronidase (GUS) marker gene to generate a 

transformation construct. Tobacco plants were transformed using the 

Agrobacterium-mediated method. GUS staining of the several resulting transgenic 
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lines indicated strong expression in the stem (Figure 1F), thereby supporting the 

distinct role of GoSPGF in stem tissue.

GoSPGF acts upstream of GoPGF in regulating gland formation.

Our previous study used the glandless mutant Hai-1 to identify a key regulatory factor 

gene, GoPGF, in the Gl2
e locus (Ma et al., 2016). Silencing of GoPGF leads to the 

glandless phenotype throughout the whole plant. To investigate the relationship 

between GoSPGF and GoPGF, we detected their gene expression in contexts where 

each was perturbed. The experimental set with differing levels of GoPGF included: 

T582 (glandless stem), TRV:GoSPGF (glandless stem), TRV:00 (wild type), and 

TM-1 (wild type). In the T582 and TRV:GoSPGF backgrounds, GoPGF transcripts 

were significantly decreased, indicating that down-regulation of GoSPGF interferes 

with the transcription of GoPGF. The other set consisted of plants with differing 

GoPGF expression, specifically a GoPGF-RNAi plant (glandless throughout the 

plant) and W0 (transgenic receptor, wild type); these exhibited no significant 

difference in GoSPGF expression, indicating that silencing of GoPGF did not alter 

expression of GoSPGF. We also confirmed this result in two G. barbadense cultivars, 

Giza 45 (wild type) and Hai-1 (glandless across the whole plant). Likewise, 

knockdown of GoPGF in G.hirsutum acc. W0 left the relative expression of GoSPGF 

unchanged (Figure S8). Based on these results, we speculated that GoSPGF acts 

upstream of GoPGF in the pathway governing cotton gland morphogenesis on stems. 

GoSPGF regulates a set of genes underlying gland formation.  

To identify genes associated with the function of GoSPGF in gland formation, we 

performed transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) on stem and root tissue from T582, 

TM-1, and the VIGS-silenced TRV:GoSPGF, obtaining a total of 18 transcriptomes. 

RNA-seq reads were mapped to the TM-1 genome v2.1 (Hu et al., 2019) to calculate 

normalized read counts (TPM) for each gene. Taking TPM >1 as the threshold for 

expression, on average 70% of genes were deemed expressed among a total annotated 

gene set of 72,761. Principal component analysis (PCA) highlighted transcriptomic 

differences among the stem and root tissues from each variety; specifically, plotting 

PC1 (34.7% of variance) and PC2 (13.2% of variance) yielded six clusters (Figure S9 

and Table S4), suggesting that these samples diverge with respect to both genotype 

and tissue features. 
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To investigate differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the stem and root among 

TM-1, T582, and TRV:GoSPGF, we assessed the variant plants against wild-type in 

four within-tissue comparisons: stem of T582 vs stem of TM-1, stem of 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1 vs stem of TM-1, root of T582 vs root of TM-1, and root of 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1 vs root of TM-1 (Table S5-S8). As shown in Figure S10A, 

when comparing stem tissues against TM-1, there were 974 up-regulated and 766 

down-regulated genes in T582, and 254 up-regulated and 757 down-regulated in 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1. Meanwhile, comparison of root tissues against TM-1 identified 

1,715 up-regulated and 604 down-regulated DEGs in T582, and 921 up-regulated and 

455 down-regulated in TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1. Plotting these comparisons in a Venn 

diagram (Figure S10B) revealed 264 common DEGs in the stems of T582 and 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1, which consisted of 177 down-regulated genes and 87 

up-regulated genes. 

We speculated that these DEGs might be influenced by the alteration of GoSPGF 

expression. Enrichment analysis using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 

Genomes (KEGG) revealed a large portion of the common down-regulated DEGs to 

be annotated with biosynthesis of secondary metabolites—sesquiterpenoid, 

phenylpropanoid, etc. (Figure S10C). Further Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment 

analysis revealed these common down-regulated genes as being enriched in 

oxidoreductase activity, oxidation-reduction process, terpene synthase activity, 

sesquiterpene synthase activity, (+)-delta-cadinene synthase activity, etc. (Figure 

S10D). This suggests a close relationship between gland formation and gossypol 

biosynthesis; consequently, we further investigated the expression of genes involved 

in the gossypol biosynthesis pathway. According to a report by Tian (2018), a total of 

95 gossypol biosynthesis genes have been identified in TM-1 v2.1 (Table S9). We 

found most such genes to be dramatically down-regulated in stem tissue of the 

glandless T582 and GoSPGF-silenced plants, which is in accordance with the reduced 

gossypol content observed in their stems (Figure 3B). For example, core mevalonate 

(MVA) pathway genes such as HMGS and HMGR, gossypol pathway enzyme genes 

including DH1 and 2-ODD-1, and cytochrome P450 family members including 

CYP706B1 showed remarkably decreased expression in glandless stems (T582 and 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1) as compared to glanded stems (TM-1) (Figure 4 and Table 

S9). Comparing the expression profiles of gossypol genes in stem and root, we 

observed much higher expression in roots, indicating gossypol biosynthesis to mainly 
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occur in the root (Figure 4 and Table S9); this conclusion is consistent with previous 

reports (Smith, 1961; Zhao et al., 2020). 

GoSPGF is involved in the gibberellic acid (GA) signal transduction pathway.

Many reports have shown that GRAS transcription factors play important roles in 

gibberellin signal response (Ho-Plágaro, et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2018). As such, we 

tested the GA3 content in root, stem, and leaf of stem glandless (T582 and 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1) and glanded plants (TM-1) by HPLC. We found that GA3 

content was significantly reduced in glandless compared to glanded stems; 

furthermore, the transcriptomic data revealed that when GoSPGF transcription was 

reduced, the expression of a series of genes that regulate GA synthesis was altered: 

decreased for four gibberellin 20-oxidase (GA20ox) genes and increased for nine 

gibberellin methyltransferase (GAMT) genes (Figure 5). In plants, decreased 

expression of a GA20ox gene causes decreased GA levels and GA deficiency 

phenotypes (Coles et al., 1999). More recent work has shown that GAMTs encode 

enzymes (gibberellin methyltransferases) that catalyze methylation of the C-6 

carboxyl group of GAs using S-adenosine-L-methionine as a methyl donor 

(Varbanova et al., 2007). Increased expression of GAMT genes causes decreased 

levels of bioactive GA3 and GA precursors, resulting in the lower GA3 content in 

T582 and TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1 (Figure 5). 

In summary, our findings suggest GoSPGF and GoPGF are two key regulator 

factors of the gland-forming process. It is becoming clear that cotton pigment glands 

are regulated by a complex gene network. Our current model is that, with GoSPGF 

being involved in the GA signal transduction pathway, when the GA signal transfers 

to GoSPGF, it will enhance expression of downstream genes such as GoPGF. 

Subsequently, GoPGF interacts with other proteins such as CGP1 to regulate gland 

cell differentiation. With the loss of GoSPGF function, DELLA proteins bind to 

suppress its expression (Figure 6). In addition, GoPGF positively regulates the 

expression of gossypol biosynthesis genes. Although the networks governing cotton 

gland morphogenesis and gossypol synthesis are regulated by relatively independent 

molecular mechanisms, it is clear some cross-talk occurs; when gland development 

was forestalled, genes involved in gossypol synthesis had their transcriptional activity 

reduced in response, and gossypol content decreased as well.

DISCUSSION 
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Glandular trichomes are specialized structures on the surface of plant organs, 

described as “chemical factories” as they secrete or accumulate various substances 

such as sugars, polysaccharides, mineral salts, resins, proteins, lipids, etc. These 

phytochemicals have important protective functions against various insect pests and 

some pathogens (Mao et al., 2007, Cai et al., 2010, Celorio-Mancera Mde et al., 

2011, Williams et al., 2011, Mellon et al., 2012). In addition, a large number of 

plant-produced secondary compounds such as resin, nectar, mint, artemisinin, etc. are 

of great commercial value, being utilized as pharmaceuticals, fragrances, flavorings, 

and more. As such, great interest is focused on improving the production of 

high-value plant secondary products; however, the molecular gene network regulating 

the trichome cell differentiation and gland-forming process are yet largely unclear. 

Cotton possesses glandular trichomes termed pigment glands because the deposits 

of gossypol, hemigossypol, and other related sesquiterpene they contain make the 

glands visible as black dots on cotton leaves, stems, sepals, bract, and elsewhere. 

Classical genetic studies have indicated the presence or absence, density, and 

distribution of glands to be controlled by multiple genetic loci. Aside from the gland 

gene GoPGF underlying the Gl2
e locus, which was isolated by map-based cloning and 

experimentally tested in our previous research, only a few gland genes have been 

identified based on the comparative transcriptome analysis of glanded and glandless 

cotton. In this study, we identified a stem-specific glandless gene GoSPGF under the 

gl1 locus, which is the second gland gene to be isolated via map-based cloning. Our 

findings proved that GoSPGF specifically regulates gland formation in the cotton 

stem; that is, glands were not produced on stems when GoSPGF expression was 

suppressed by VIGS, but those on other parts of the plant remained normal. We also 

discovered a close, unidirectional relationship between GoSPGF and GoPGF: altering 

expression of GoSPGF changed the expression of GoPGF, though not the converse. 

This indicates that GoSPGF acts upstream of GoPGF in the gland-forming pathway. 

Sequence alignment revealed that in the stem glandless mutant T582, a 

single-nucleotide mutation in the coding region of GoSPGF results in a premature 

stop codon and forms a truncated protein. The consequent early termination of 

GoSPGF translation destroys the integrity of the GRAS domain, thus might influence 

the protein’s binding to the GoPGF promoter. Comparative transcriptome analysis 

further indicated that alteration of GoSPGF expression affects GA biosynthesis and 

signal transduction. This result is in accordance with a previous report that the 
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Arabidopsis gene MYC2, an ortholog of GoPGF, could directly interact with DELLA 

(a key component of GA signaling) and thus affect a set of genes including terpene 

synthase (TPS) (Hong et al., 2012). Collectively, these findings demonstrate that GA 

signaling is involved in gland formation. All told, GoSPGF is a new cotton gland 

gene that participates in gland morphogenesis. This original discovery contributes to 

basic knowledge of glandular structure and development and provides valuable 

information for further investigating the complicated relationship between glandular 

structures and their secreted or deposited compounds. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plant materials 

Texas 582 (T582) is a multiple-recessive marker line with the same genetic 

background as TM-1 (Kohel, 1972). It contains five mutant phenotypes including the 

stem glandless phenotype that is controlled by a recessive gene locus, gl1. The 

GoPGF-RNAi line is a transgenic line created by silencing GoPGF that displays the 

glandless phenotype throughout the whole plant. Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) 

plants (W0, TM-1, T582, and the GoPGF-RNAi line) and Gossypium barbadense 

(Linn, Giza 45, and Hai-1) were cultivated in the field at the experimental station of 

Nanjing Agricultural University (NJAU) in China. In 2005, TM-1 and T582 were 

crossed at the Jiangpu Breeding Station, Nanjing Agricultural University (JBS/NAU); 

subsequently, an F2 mapping population (2,200 individuals) and BC1 population (419 

individuals) were developed. Plant tissues were carefully removed, immediately 

snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -70°C for DNA and RNA extraction.

Map-based cloning of the gl1 gene

We extracted DNA from 28 cluster boll individuals from (T582×TM-1) BC1 progeny 

and bulked these in an equal ratio to generate a ‘mutant type’ pool, then conducted 

whole-genome resequencing with the T582 parents (Si et al., 2018). These reads were 

trimmed with Sickle software and then aligned to the TM-1 reference genome (Hu et 

al., 2019), with which alignment the gl1 locus was mapped to a 1.42 Mb region. Using 

F2 and BC1 plants with additional molecular markers that were developed in this work 

based on the TM-1 genome, the Ghgl1 locus was further mapped to a 114 kb region. 

The cDNA of candidate genes within that region were amplified from TM-1 (AADD) 

and T582 (AADD) using the primers listed in Table S10, and the resulting PCR 

products were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
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qRT-PCR analysis 

RNA was extracted from various tissues using the Plant RNA Rapid Extraction Kit 

(Molfarming, Nanjing, China). Total RNA was then reverse-transcribed to cDNA 

using a HiScript II Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Vazyme, Nanjing, China). qRT-PCR 

was carried out on an Applied Biosystems 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in a 20-μl volume containing 100 ng of cDNA, 4 

pM of each primer, and 10 μl of AceQ qPCR SYBR Green Master Mix (Vazyme) 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The PCR conditions were as follows: 

primary denaturation at 95 °C for 20 s followed by 40 amplification cycles of 3 s at 

95 °C and 30 s at 60 °C. Melting curve analysis was performed to ensure there was no 

primer-dimer formation. The qRT-PCR primers for gene expression analysis are 

detailed in Table S10. Data were evaluated using the comparative cycle threshold 

method described by Livak and Schmittgen (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). Three 

biological replicates (three samples harvested from three plants, one from each) were 

performed per reaction, each with three technical replicates (using the same sample). 

Mean values and standard errors were calculated based on data from three replicates.

Vector construction and virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) assay 

A 301-bp fragment of GoSPGF cDNA corresponding to bases 300 to 600 of the 

GoSPGF gene was amplified by PCR. The resulting product was cloned into pTRV2 

to produce a vector referred to as pTRV2:GoSPGF (TRV:GoSPGF). Agrobacterium 

cells carrying pTRV1 and pTRV2:GoSPGF were resuspended in an infiltration 

medium (10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MES, 200 μM acetosyringone) and adjusted to an 

OD600 of 1.0. Agrobacterium strains containing the pTRV1 and pTRV2:GoSPGF 

vectors were mixed at a ratio of 1:1, then injected into the cotyledons of 30 

ten-day-old TM-1 seedlings, which were placed in the dark for 24 hours and then 

incubated at 23 °C with a 16-hour light/8-hour dark cycle. Empty-vector (TRV:00) 

transformed plants were used as experimental controls. The cloroplastos alterados 1 

(CLA1) gene was used as a marker of the silencing effect (Gao et al., 2011). Photos 

were taken three weeks after injection, and leaves were collected for expression 

detection.

Measurement of gossypol 

Gossypol was extracted from stems or leaves of cotton seedlings as previously 

described (Tian et al., 2018), and isolated and identified as described by Janga et al. 

(2019) and Stipanovic et al. (1988). In brief, leaves were frozen using liquid nitrogen 
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and ground into powder. After extraction with acetonitrile:water:phosphoric acid 

(80:20:0.1) solution, the obtained extract was analyzed using high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) (Waters E2695, Milford).

Detection of GA content

GA3 and GA4 were purchased from Sigma. Quantitative analysis of plant hormones 

was performed in accordance with previously reported methods (Pan et al., 2010). 

Tissues were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and ground immediately. After the 

addition of 4 μl internal standard, the extraction procedure was repeated twice. 

The combined extract was then concentrated under reduced pressure and 

combined with 35 mg Sep-Pak Plus C18 Cartridge (Waters). After solid phase 

extraction, each well was dried under nitrogen for 25 minutes. A portion (4 μl) of 

the solution was analyzed using an LC-ESI-MS/MS system consisting of an 

Agilent 1260 HPLC system coupled to an API6500 triple-quadrupole-stage mass 

spectrometer (Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex), operated in multiple reaction 

monitoring mode (Nanjing Convinced-test Technology Co., Ltd, China). 

Promoter analysis

The 1.2-kb fragment upstream of the GoSPGF transcriptional start site was cloned 

and inserted into the pCAMBIA1391 vector to build the construct ProSPGF-GUS 

with which expression of GUS is driven by the GoSPGF promoter. This construct 

was introduced into Nicotiana benthamiana by Agrobacterium-mediated 

transformation. GUS staining of tissues was performed following previously 

published procedures (Deng et al., 2012).

RNA-seq

Leaves and stems were collected from TM-1, T582, and TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1, with 

three biological replicates sampled for each tissue. Total RNA was extracted, 

quantified, and confirmed of good quality (RNA integrity number >8). RNA-seq 

libraries were constructed and sequenced on an Illumina X-ten sequencer using 2×150 

bp reads. A total of 399,951,294 raw paired-end sequenced reads were generated. 

After adapter trimming and filtering out low-quality reads, 381,089,295 clean reads 

were obtained (Table S4). RNA-seq data analysis was performed as has been 

previously described by our laboratory (Ma et al., 2016). In brief, clean reads were 

aligned to the reference TM-1 genome (PRJNA248163) using TopHat 2.1.1, and 

quantification of gene expression in TPM was performed with Cufflinks version 2.2.1 

(http://cole-trapnell-lab.github.io/cufflinks/) using the corresponding GTF annotation 
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file. A gene was defined as differentially expressed upon having a minimum of 

twofold change (TM-1 vs TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1 and TM-1 vs T582). PCA, GO, and 

KEGG enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes was conducted using 

Omicshare Cloud Tools (http://www.omicshare.com/tools).
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure S1. Phenotypes of TM-1, T582, and F1 progeny.

Figure S2. Gene mapping of gl1 genetic loci by BSA-seq and mapping analysis. A 

threshold of –log10 (P)>100 was used to identify distinct peaks, marked by red 

arrows, as regions spanning candidate genes. The gl1 locus was mapped to chr. D08.

Figure S3. Relative expression of the selected candidate genes, determined by 

qRT-PCR. The x axis indicates the tissues sampled (root, stem, and leaf). Data is 

shown as the mean (±SD) of three experimental replicates; p-values were determined 

by Student’s t-test (**, P < 0.01).

Figure S4. Alignment of the base sequences of six candidate genes (GH_D08G1983- 
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GH_D08G1988) in TM-1 and T582. One SNP in the C-terminal region of 

GH_D08G1984 is the only exonic difference among the six. 

Figure S5. Alignment of the base and protein sequences of gl1 (GH_D08G1984) and 

its homolog gl1-A (GH_A08G1970) in TM-1 and T582. The 41 single nucleotide 

polymorphisms result in 23 amino acid differences.

Figure S6. Relative expression of GH_D08G1984 and GH_A08G1970 in root, stem,

and leaf tissues of TM-1 and T582 as determined by qRT-PCR (*, P < 0.05, t-test).

Figure S7. VIGS experiments targeting GoSPGF and three other GRAS genes. (A) 

Phenotypes after VIGS in stems of TRV:CLA, TRV:00 and silenced groups. (B) 

Expression of the four GRAS genes in seedlings infiltrated with TRV:CLA, TRV:00 

and silencing constructs. (n=10, ** P < 0.01, t-test);
Figure S8. Relative expression of GoSPGF and GoPGF in various backgrounds. (A) 

Relative expression in gland cultivars (Giza45, TM-1, and TRV:00) and stem 

glandless cultivars (Hai1, T582, and TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1). (B) Relative expression 

in GoPGF-RNAi transgenic lines and W0. Data are shown as the mean (±SD) of three 

experimental replicates; p-values were determined by Student’s t-test (**, p < 0.01).

Figure S9. Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing clustering in TM-1, 

T582, and VIGS-TM-1 transcriptomes.

Figure S10. Comparative transcriptomic analysis of stem glandless and glanded 

plants.

(A) Volcano map of DEGs from four set comparisons: T582 stem vs TM-1 stem, 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1 stem vs TM-1 stem, T582 root vs TM-1 root, and 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1 root vs TM-1 root. (B) Venn plot depicting counts of 

overlapping up-regulated and down-regulated genes in the four comparison sets. (C) 

KEGG-enriched common up- and down-regulated DEGs. (D) Top 20 GO terms of the 

common up- and down-regulated DEGs.  

Table S1. Details of SNPs between TM-1 and T582 within the mapping interval.

Table S2. Descriptions of candidate genes.

Table S3. Expression of candidate genes in several vegetative and reproductive 

organs.

Table S4. Statistics from the sequencing data.

Table S5. DEGs in T582 stem vs TM-1 stem.

Table S6. DEGs in T582 root vs TM-1 root.
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Table S7. DEGs in VIGS-TM-1 stem vs TM-1 stem.

Table S8. DEGs in VIGS-TM-1 root vs TM-1 root.

Table S9. Genes in the mevalonate (MVA) and gossypol pathways.

Table S10. All primers developed and used in the present work.
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Figures and their captions 

Figure 1. Cloning of Ghgl1. 

(A) Phenotypes of TM-1, T582, and F1 progeny. (B) Using the F2 generation, Ghgl1 

was first mapped to the D3 chromosome between the k5607 and k5457 markers. It 

was then was further fine-mapped using extreme populations to the 114-kb interval 

between k9131 and k9204. Within that region, GH_D08G1984 (Ghgl1) was selected 

as a major candidate gene.(C) Schematic representation of Ghgl1 DNA and protein 

sequences. The red rectangle indicates the change from cytosine (C) in TM-1 to 

adenine (A) in T582; the light grey column boxed with a dotted line represents the 

GRAS domain in Ghgl1; the dotted black line indicates the loss of the Ghgl1 GRAS 

domain caused by the 165-bp-early truncation. (D) Genotyping by Bfa I digestion in 

TM-1, T582, and extreme populations. (E) Relative expression of Ghgl1 in root, stem, 

and leaf tissues of TM-1 and T582 as determined by qRT-PCR. (F) GUS staining of 

ProSPGF-GUS transgenic tobacco stem apex. Scale bar = 0.5 cm.

Figure 2. Silencing Ghgl1 reduces pigmented glands on stem. 

(A) Stem phenotypes of TM-1, TRV:CLA, cloroplastos alterados 1 positive control, 

TRV:00 empty vector control, TRV:Ghgl1 silenced, and T582 stem glandless cotton 

plants. (B) Toluidine blue staining of paraffin sections of TRV:CLA, TRV:00, 

TRV:Ghgl1, and T582 cotton stems. Cavities indicated by white arrows are the 

glands. Scale bar = 0.5 mm. (C) Expression of Ghgl1 in T582 and in TM-1 seedlings 

infiltrated with TRV:CLA, TRV:00, and TRV:Ghgl1 (n=20, ** P < 0.01, t-test).

Figure 3. Analysis of gossypol content and the expression of previously reported 

gland genes in Ghgl1-silenced TM-1 and T582.

(A) HPLC analysis of gossypol in stems and leaves of TRV:CLA, TRV:00, 

TRV:Ghgl1, and T582. The gossypol peak is marked with a black arrow. (B) 

Gossypol content in stems and leaves of TRV:CLA, TRV:00, TRV:Ghgl1, and T582 

(n=10, ** P < 0.01, t-test). (C) Relative expression levels of gossypol biosynthesis 

genes in stems of TRV:CLA, TRV:00, TRV:Ghgl1, and T582 (n=10, ** P < 0.01, 

t-test).

Figure 4. Gossypol pathway enzyme genes and their expression.
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Genes encoding the enzymes that catalyze defined steps in the mevalonate (MVA) 

and gossypol pathways and their homologs are shown. The heatmap indicates gene 

expression, estimated using Stringtie by computing the transcripts per kilobase of 

exonmodel per million mapped reads (TPM value) for each transcript. Dashed arrows 

indicate unidentified reaction(s). ACAT, acyl CoA-cholesterol acyltransferase; 

DMAPP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; FPS, FPP synthase; HMGR, HMG-CoA 

reductase; HMGS, HMG-CoA synthase; IPP, isopentenyl diphosphate; IPPI, IPP 

isomerase; MVK, mevalonate kinase; MVP, phosphomevalonate kinase; PMD, 

diphosphomevalonate decarboxylase; VIGS, GoSPGF-VIGS-TM-1 plants. TPM 

values are listed in Table S9.

Figure 5. Altered GoSPGF expression affects GA metabolism. 

Differential expression of GA synthesis genes in TM-1, T582, and 

TRV:GoSPGF-TM-1. CPS, ent-copalyl diphosphate synthase; ER, endoplasmic 

reticulum; GAMT, gibberellin methyltransferase; GA20ox, GA oxidases; KAO, 

ent-kaurenoic acid oxidase; KO, ent-kaurene oxidase; KS, ent-kaurene synthase; MT, 

methyltransferase; 2ODD, 2-oxoglutarate–dependent dioxygenase. Four GA20ox 

genes are listed in the blue box; nine GAMT genes in the purple box; and bioactive 

GA3 content in four different experiment groups in the green box (** P < 0.01, t-test).

Figure 6. Schematic model illustrating the proposed functions of GoSPGF and 

GhPGF in cotton gland morphogenesis and pigmentation. 

Gland development is regulated by a complex gene network, with GoSPGF being the 

key regulatory factor for gland morphogenesis in the stem. GoSPGF is involved in the 

GA signal transduction pathway and enhances the expression of its downstream gene 

GoPGF, which can further regulate gland morphogenesis and gossypol production in 

the stem. Whether GoSPGF interacts directly with the promoter of GoPGF remains to 

be determined.
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